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MANGAREVA

From the blustery and cool south Pacific and the fog
shrouded pinnacles of Morotiri, the Society Discoverer sailed
north and east toward Mangareva. We caught sight of
Mangareva's peaks at sun-up, and soon navigated over the
surrounding reef and into the immense lagoon. Mangareva
("floating mountain"), one of the Gambier Islands, is just
north of the Tropic of Capricorn, and 1650 km southeast of
Tahiti. Ten rocky islands make up a grand total of 22 sq.km
of dry land Formerly forested, it is now mostly covered with
aeho grass. In earlier days the island was a pearl fishing
center.

Archaeological excavations in Mangareva were carried out
by Roger Green in 1959. The material culture suggest! a
relationship with the Marquesas and it is believed that these
islands were settled around AD 1100; at present, the earliest
date for Mangareva is AD. 1200. Working here in 1970,
YOBi Sinoto found pearl-shell fishhooks like those of
Henderson and the early Marqueaas. It is likely that
Mangareva was the jumping off place for Pitcairn and
Henderson.
One of the isles in the lagoon is called Agakauitai, and it is

notable for a cliffside cave said to contain the remains of 35
generations of cannibal kings.

Our ship headed for the tiny village of Rikitea, stretch~
out along the beach. We disembarked on a long jetty and
were surprised to see cement roads and French soldiers with
army equipment Things have certainly changed here since
Bill Mulloy visited the island in 1956. As he wrote home to
hisfamily:
"This was really our first Polynesian island of the clauic

movie type, with grass houses and the natives running around
in pareus....the classic Polynesian scene. In early days the
island was a pearl fishing center and with a population of
several thousand people...Al1 over the island are the ruins of
large stone houses formerly occupied by rich Frenchmen and
now covered with jungle. Now sometimes in the yards of

continued onpage 5

More Journals On Easter Island:
The works of Johann Reinhold Forster
(1729-1798) and Johann George Adam

Forster (1754-1794)
Herbert von Saher

Previous publications on the details of the discovery of
Balter Island, as taken from the Journals of Roggeveen
(RNJ 4(3) and of Bouman (RNJ 4(4), have aroused the
interest of many readen. This article continues in the same
vein, concentrating on a visit to Easter Island by Captain
James Cook in March 1'n4. Much has been written in the
English language about Cook's visit but little attention has
been given to publications in German, although these are of
the greatest importance, not only in themselves, but also
because they inspired and influenced later scientiatl such as
Aleunder von Humboldt and even OIarlea DIUWin. The
Fomers, who wrote the following descriptions, were father
and son; Johann George (always called George) was the
eldest son of Johann Forster.

"Among Captain James Cook's three great voyages of
discovery none has aroused so much literary, scientific and
editorial controversy and speculation, contemporarily or
later, as the second undertaken between 1m and l'ns.
Most of the animus and controversy has surrounded, directly
or indirectly, the life, person and wort of ....Johann Reinhold
Forster, principal naturalist of the voyage. The disputes have
been intensely personal as well as scientific and
'philosophical'.- Thus begins the preface to Michael B.
Hoare's book, ~ RDolulion Joumal of Jolumn Reinhold
Fonto, Im-1775 (Hakluyt Society, London 1982).

The controversial Johann Reinhold Forster was the son of
the burgomaster of the City of Danzig, descendant! of a
Yorkshire family which had fled from England for political
reasons in the 164Oa. After finialring the famous
Joacbimsthal-Gymnaaium in Berlin in 1'128, Johann began
at the insistence of his father- to study theology at the
University of Halle (Johann. had preferred to study
medicine). He was ordained in 1751 and returned to Danzig
to preach. In 1765 he left for Rusaia with his IOn George
(then 11 years old). Johann had been engaged by Empreu
Catharina the Great to make a survey on the conditions of
the colonies of German settlers along the Volga River-one
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of her pet projects. His report stated that the many
complaints of the settlers were justified and, as a result of
this frankness, his contract was not prolonged and father and
son returned to Danzig, without being paid for the 14 months
of work.
Forster did not relish returning to his post in Danzig, so he

went to London with son George, leaving the rest of the
family behind. They supported themselves at first by selling
artifacts collected on their Russian expedition. By this time,
Johann had mastered 17 languages, was learned in philology,
ancient geography, and natural history. In short, he was an
18th century man of scholarship but, as is often the case with
men of genius, he was a difficult character who created
conflicts around him.
Science and letters were Johann's passport to employment

and recognition in London. He gave a lecture for the Society
of Antiquaries and was elected as an Honorary Fellow in
1767. In financial difficulty, he accepted the post of tutor at
Warrington Academy, noted for its liberal education.
George, then aged 13, was left in London as an apprentice in
a merchant firm where his language skills were already a
useful asset in foreign trade. The rest of the family then
came from Danzig, and eventually George also came to
Warrington to become a student While at Warrington,
Johann published many scientific papers and established
himself as a leading naturalist

Controversies at Warrington led Johann to leave; he taught
elsewhere, became an Inspector of the Royal Society's
Museum, and began soliciting to participate in Cook's second
journey to the Pacific.
Joseph Banks, the naturalist on Cook's first journey and

earmarked as such for the second one, had built on so many
extra works on the deck of the Resolution for his scientific
equipment that the ship was no longer seaworthy. The
Admiralty ordered the deck to be shorn back to normal;
when Banks heard this, a big row ensued and Banks
appealed directly to the King. In the meantime, Forster was
being considered as a replacement He had only two
conditions: that provision be made for his family and George
(then 18) be allowed to accompany him as an assistant In
June, the King decided against Banks and two weeks later
the Forsters were ready to leave for three years. The ship
sailed on the 13th of July 17n.
As if by magic, Johann had, for the first time, a job that

matched ~ capacities as well as his pretensions-a job he
executed in a splendid way. However, controversies arose as
the result of the inflexible positions he took, and we shall see
that proper recognition of his work became impossible for
another 200 years.

Lord Sandwich, the First Lord of the Admiralty, had
nominated William Wales as astronomer to observe an
eclipse of the sun while in the Southern Hemisphere and
William Hodges as painter, specifying the responsibilities of
each; but for Forster, no clear written instructions were

given. No instructions were given to any of these men about
reporting on their findings.

After his return, Johann began working on his Journal,
supposing that each scientist would individually present a
paper on his particular subject, to be added to Cook's report.
But after Johann presented a draft, it appeared that this was
not the intent of the Admiralty. Instead they were to sign an
agreement on a "joint narrative" to be edited by a person
who had not even made the voyage. Johann refused to
submit to a "censor", and offered his manuscript to the
government, which refused it The controversy became so
heated that Johann was forbidden to publish his manuscript
It was at this point that George (then 22) wrote a book, as
the interdiction of the Admiralty did not affect him. Nine
months later, George's Entdeclamf!Peise nach Tahiti und in
die Sudsee, 1772-1775, translated into English as A Voyage
round the World (London, 1777) came out It was an
immediate success.

It has been suggested that George used his father's diary as
a basis for the book, but at that moment there was no proof
of this. What is certain is that George stole the limelight; he
was called the "creator of artistic travel literature in the
German language", and rightly so. Johann's diary was not
published, and disappeared from view.
Johann died in 1798 and his wife sold his library to pay

debts. In cataloging the 7000 volumes, the manuscript of the
Resolution was not mentioned but there were items described
as "one drawer full of unbound books" and another "unbound
books of natural history", etc. that could mean anything. This
library eventually came to rest in the Staatsbibliothek der
Stiftung Preussischer Kulturbesitz in a part of Berlin that
was, until a short time ago, Eastern Germany.
It was only in the 1970s that some researchers, dissatisfied

with the fact that the original notes of Johann Forster had
not been found, went to the library in East Berlin and began
to look into these "drawers full of unbound books". There
they found the manuscript, uncataloged and undiscovered for
200 years! It was even written in English. It was published by
Hoare in the 1982 edition of the Hakluyt Society of London
and is of the utmost importance for it reveals that it was
indeed father Johann's notes that were the basis for George's
Voyage round the World.

Johann's notes identify and describe about 500 new plants
and 300 new animals, particularly birds, a scientific
achievement perhaps never surpassed in such great numbers.
Moreover, Johann's descriptions are of great ethnological,
anthropological, mineralogical, and philological importance.
The Forsters were the first to note the parallels between the
different Polynesian languages, now described as belonging
to the Austronesian family.

I have read both George's Voyage...and Johann's journal, so
I can compare the two. It should be stated that such
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comparisons are unfair because the diary of the father
contains notes made daily on the spot--sometimes in tropical
rain on the equator, sometimes with frosty fingers beyond
the Polar circle. They contain weather reports, sea
conditions, temperature, position of the ship on the ocean
(and the problems in fixing it), the miles sailed each day, and
when on land, the number of animals shot, stuffed, species
identified, new species noted (along with doubts whether or
not it should be a different one). This is all of great scientific
interest but for the genera] publi<; it makes for dull reading.
Often Johann goes into longer argumentation on a particular
subject that has caught his attention, such as his emphatic
defense of the eating of sauerkraut to prevent scurvy (the
crew must have hated him for this enforced diet of
sauerkraut but this trip was made with an exceptionally low
loss of life--none by the dreaded scurvy).
George's book, written with the benefit of hindsight over

the whole three year trip, eliminates dull statistics and the
day-to-day entries. To the more factual data of Johann's
diary, George has added impressions from his own
memory,and these are a delight to the reader. For George
was very much a child of the age (AufkJmung:
enlightenment) in the second half of the 18th century: a
movement that wished to respect human beings, that was
sensitive to the idea of "noble savages" and longed for a
return to nature. These ideas of equality, fraternity and

human dignity were to inspire those who brought about the
French revolution. D~pite George's pleasant, fluent style
and keen eye for observation, he never forgets the human
touch and often becomes quite poetic. These characteristics
made his book famous, at least to German readers.

For the non-scientific reader, George's Voyage. .. is therefore
much preferable to read. In this paper, we shall give a report
on the Forster's visit to Easter Island in March 1774. But
before that depressing event, we will begin with a few
passages from earlier visits they made to Tahiti, for their
experiences there were more idyllic and George Forster's
style can best be seen in his descriptions of this earthly
paradise.
Exerpts from the chapter on Tahiti: It was on a morni.ng.

more beautiful than a poet could describe, that we saw the
island of Tahiti at two miles distance. The easterly wind had
gone down and a slight sigh from land brought us the most
refreshing and beautifully scented air that lightly touched the
surface of the sea. Forested mountains lifted their proud
peaks in many majestic forms and glowed in the first rays of
the sun. Underneath those were lower, slightly undulating
hills, also covered with forest in different tones of green...and
in front was the plain shaded by breadfruit trees and
innumerable palms whose lofty tops emerged high above
them. Everything seemed in a deep slumber, with the
morning hardly started; silent shadows hovered about the
land. Slowly one could see houses under the trees and canoes
drawn up on the beach. Half a mile from shore was a line of
reefs running parallel to the coast and over these the sea
broke in a foaming surf. But behind this the water was like a
mirror, promising the safest anchoring site. The sun lighted
up the plain; the inhabitants 'awoke and our view came to
life.

Hardly had our big ships been discovered off the coast
when some people ran to the beach, pushed their canoes into
the water and paddled towards us. It did not take them long
to go through the reef opening and one came so near to us
that we could shout to them. '!Wo nearly naked men wearing
a sort of turban on their heads and a cloth around their loins
waved a large green leaf and called out "tayo", an
exclaimation we could without trouble and the use of
dictionaries interpret as a greeting of friendship.....We
lowered presents of beads, nails and medals; they offered us
a young green banana shoot (a symbol of peace) and asked
us to attach it to the rigging so that all could see it
Within the hour we were surrounded by hundreds of boats

that carried one to four persons. They trusted us so much
that they all came unarmed and from all sides the greeting of
"tayo" sounded and we reciprocated with joy. They brought
coconuts, bananas, breadfruit and other fruits that were
traded for glass beads and small nails. This multitude of
canoes was a beautiful sight, a sort of market on the water. I
traded through my porthole and in half an hour I had already
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collected three unknown kinds of birds and a large number
of new fish. The color of the fishes was, as long as they lived,
of an exceptional beauty and I used that same morning to
draw them and indicate their colors before these
disappeared with their lives.
The people that surrounded us had gentle traits and nice

behavior....we <::onsidered the development of these people
more advanced than any others we had seen up to now. Both
sexes wore the black tattoo marks, created by puncturing the
skin and rubbing the wounds with black paint
It did not take long before several of them came on board

Their usually gentle nature, one of their main characteristics,
appeared from all their gestures and acts and it gave
everyone who studies the human heart cause for reflection.
The signa of their approach were of diverse nature; some
took our hands, others leaned on our shoulders, others
embraced us. At the same time they admired the white color
of our skins and sometimes took the clothes from our breasts
as if they wanted to verify that we had been created like
them.
A big canoe came alongside our ship with a handsome well

built man in it, aocompanied by three women. They all came
on board and the man, who seemed to be of some
importance, said he was called 0 Tai. Of the three women,
one was his wife and the others his sisters. They enjoyed
teaching us how to call their names; one was Maroya and the
other Marorai. The latter had a gracious figure and the
upper part of her body was exceptionally beautifu1. She had
an agreeable face and a broad smile. None had been on
board a ship before and admired everything they found. And
not only on deck, but they also let themselves be invited into
the cabins of the officers. Morarai very much liked some of
the bedclothes and tried to get them as a present from her
companion. He was willing but required in compensation a
special favor to which Morarai could not initially agree.
When she saw that no other means were successful, she gave
in. Her companion, prepared to enjoy his victory, was
inconveniently interrupted when the ship struck a rock. the
frightened lover hurried on deck where all were at their
posts, bringing out another anchor to draw the ship away
from the reef. They succeeded in escaping from great
danger, but when the officer returned to his cabin, the
bedclothes and Morarai were gone.
On their second visit to Tahiti, eight months later, old

friends were met again and Cook's men were greatly
impressed by a sight they had not seen before.

When we arrived at the coast of O-Parre we were surprised
by an unexpected sight: all along the beach was a great fleet
of war canoes at anchor, manned with paddlers and warriors
in complete outfit with breastshields and high helmets.
Despite a beach full of people, an expectant silence was
maintained We had hardly gone on shore when the
commander of the fleet hurried to meet us. He went to our
captain and shook hands, calling him "friend". We inspected

the ships, all of which were facing land There were no less
than 159 double war canoes of 50 to 60 feet in length, the
hulls joined by 15 to 18 strong beams. When one realizes the
imperfection of their tools, one cannot but admire the
patience with which these ships must have been constructed.
In felling trees, sawing planks from them, planing them
smooth, joining them, and finally assembling them, they have
nothing more than a stone axe and chisel, a piece of coral,
and some sharkskin for the final polishing.
Each vessel had about 15 to 20 warriors. Their clothing was
marvelous and made the greatest impression. They had on
three big dresses with a hole for the head; the inner was
white, the second red, and the outer (and shortest one) was
brown. Breastplates were adorned with feathers and sharks
teeth. Their helmet were nearly five feet high, made from a
long basket, the front of which had been enforced by
additional wickerwork. Along the edges were tail feathers of
tropical birds which stood out like rays so that from a
distance it appeared as if a circle of light radiated out around
the warrior's head. Principal commanders wore a distinctive
sign that looked a bit like the "horsetails" of Turkish pashas.
It consisted of long tails hanging down the back with green
and yellow feathers.

TabJtIan amoes as drawn by the Resolution's artist

In order to see the fleet from the sea side, we rowed along
the whole line of canoes. In each was a bundle of spears and
long combat-axes; each warrior had a spear or axe in his
hand Canoes also had a heap of big stones for throwing at
the enemy. Apart from war canoes, we counted another 70
small roofed canoes for the night rest of the commanders or
for stocking food Others were filled with banana leaves, for
carrying corpses. A modest estimation of the total manning
of this fleet is 1500 warriors and 4000 paddlers.
This impressive fleet was assembled to suppress a rebellion
on the island of Eimeo. Cook offered to follow the fleet and
fire a few cannonshots at the offending island "for fun" but
the commander came back with the reply that his fleet was
not ready to attack and this will only be the case when Cook
has left Tahiti. Nearing final departure, the Resolution gives
a nightly demonstration with rockets and fireworks, and then
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they sail away, giving volleys with their cannons in a final
salute.
George's final conclusions are prophetic. He may have been

the first to use the words "human rights": "On all occasions
the lower classes of Tahiti show so much love towards the
higher caste that it seems that they see themselves as one
single family and their commanders as their elder brothers
having a preference according to the right of primogeniture.
The lowest man is as free to speak to his King as with his
equals and he can approach him when he wants. This would
become difficult as soon as despotism would establish itself.
The King also 'occupies himself in the same way as his
subjects, still free from the false ideas of vain honour and
empty privileges and he does not feel ashamed at all to take
the rudder of his canoe in his own hand. It is difficult to
indicate how long this happy equality will last, but given the
laziness of the upper class it will not last forever. Up to now
the field work that the lowest caste has to execute is not too
heavy, but as the upperclass that have no work at all to do,
will multiply at a much higher rate, the serving class will be
ever more heavily loaded with work and suffer the negative
results of this. This will diminish the energy of the lower
class, the obligation to work in the burning sun will blacken
their skins and as a result of the frequent and early
debaucheries of their daughters with the upper classes, they
will finally denigrate into small, dwarflike creatures.
Contrary to this, the easy going upper class will have the
advantages of greater height, a better education and a lighter
colour of skin because they alone can follow their gluttonous
appetite without limit and live in carefree idleness. Finally
the lower class will suffer under this pressure and realize its
causes, then the feeling of violated human rights will awaken
in them and cause a revolution. This is the normal course of
history for all nations. For Tahiti it will still take a long time
before such a change can be foreseen, but the possibility that
the import of foreign luxury might accelerate the arrival of
this unhappy period, is a point that one should present to the
Europeans for serious consideration. Really, when science
and knowledge for individual people have to be established
at the expense of whole nations, it would be better for the
explorers as well as the explored if the Pacific had forever
remained unknown to those restless Europeans."

George ends his Tahiti section with such a lyrical
description of the beauty of the island, the extreme beauty of
the people and the incredible excellence of life on this island
that a present-day tour operator would pay a fortune for such
copy. I abstain from further detail and from making this
article too long for two reasons: to stimulate Rapanuiphiles
to get a copy of the whole book which contains so many
literary jewels, and now the reader must be prepared for a
less enraptured description of Easter Island--which is, finally,
the object of this article.

•••••••••.Jo be continued in the next issue

Lost Islands Cruise
.......•continuedfrom ptlge 1
these old plantations are the grass houses of the natives who

have completely reverted to the native way of life."
Mulloy would not recognize ROOtea today. Although the

old ruins are still visible and still covered with jungle, now
the islanders live in stucco houses with tin roofs and flowery
curtains.
Father Honore Laval of the Order of Picpus, a half-sane

French priest, ruled here for almost 40 years and managed to
completely destroy the native culture. Arriving in 1834, he
toppled effigies and dismantled marae for stone to build a
cathedral, imposed a ruthless moral code on the islanders
and treated them as virtual slaves in order to construct a
1200 seat church, convents, and triumphal arches. The island
population dropped from 9000 to 500 during Laval's
unconscionable reign. His architectural monument, the
massive blue and white cathedral of St Michel, represents an
improbable memorial to egomania; the twin towers of white
coral rock can be seen for miles. The interior is lavishly
decorated with mother-of-pearl, hanging chandeliers, and six
foot silver candlesticks.

Mangareva's cathedral remains as a bitter memory aDd
legacy of Laval's cruel reign on the Island.

Laval also built a huge convent high on an inland hill;
islanders say that once a woman was sent into a convent, the
only way for her to leave was in a coffin.
Laval finally was taken away in 1871 to Tahiti, tried for

murder and declared insane.
We walked up from the great blue and white cathedral to

see the tomb of the last island king and then up to the
convent's sad ruin, now reverting to jungle. Not far from here
we noted the ruins of a morae, one that Laval must have
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miased. But nearby, at the top of a saddle in the mountain, is
an ugly garbage dumJra growing problem on all these small
islands. [Actually, we need not look farther than our own
communities to be aware of the problem of disposal; on a
tiny island, these problems are really magnified].
Mulloy spent four days in Mangareva in 1956 and made "...a

quick survey of the island and found little or nothing of
archaeological interest There were formerly a good number
of martlU but these were all dismantled...to build the stone
houses and churches. It was a beautiful place but a very sad
place at the same time. A few people living on the ruins of
something once much bigger. II

The description of Mangareva as a sad place is,
unfortunately, quite accurate. Because of the nearby French
nuclear testing facilities, the entry of foreigners is restricted.
Still today the French government conducts atomic tests to
the northwest, at Moruroa. Despite the official French
position ("Regular scientific and ecological missions visit
these islands in order to check that testing is "safe" says one
guide book), the fall-out is said to be contaminating
everything and entering the food-chain. Rikitea has a fall-out
shelterl We hear rumors of birth defects and poisoned fish in
the lagoon. We look at the beautiful faces of the children
and wonder what the future holds in store for them.

PITCAIRN

Pitcairn was the next stop, and the SocieJy Discoverer
anchored off Bounty Bay in an unbelieveably blue sea. The
ride into the

VIew 01 Pitcairn'. landlna place aDd canoe sbed from the
dIfr. abon.

harbor (via zodiacs) was a bit scary, and not unlike trying to
land at Easter Island: the boats catch a wave and surf
toward land; at a short distance from shore they turn sharply

to miss the rocks. We were greeted by Pitcairners with three
wheel off-road vehicles who gave us a ride up the steep road
into the village.

Although small (4.5 sq.km), Pitcairn is a "high" island, it's
steep forbidding cliffs rise out of the sea to a height of 347
meters. There is no reef. Bounty Bay is the only possible
anchorage, and that option is out if the seas are high.
In 1956, Bill Mulloy came to Pitcairn, and wrote the

following descriptions: "Suddenly for the first time in six
months I find myself in the middle of civilization. We landed
on Pitcairn this morning (4/12/56) and I was immediately
taken in tow by Floyd McCoy.... Pitcairn is really the
romantic refuge of the Bounty mutineers after all. It makes
the book come alive. I have talked to Parkinson Christian, a
descendent of Fletcher Christian and to a lot of other people
who bear familiar names of Bounty mutineers. I have seen
the place where the Bounty went down and a lot of
miscellaneous gear from the Bounty. These people talk
about the mutineers as if they were still alive and everybody
still hates Capt Bligh.

liThe island itself is very interesting. It is a high and
forbidding rock bordered by high cliffs and rising quite
majestically out of the sea. It is mostly covered with a heavy
plant growth including coconut palms, oranges, lemons,
bananas, grapefruit, and a great many other things." [We
were unprepared for the lushness of vegetation on Pitcairn,
as was Mulloy.]

''The people are an interesting mixture of Polynesian and
English... They are extremely Europeanized and have a great
many outside contacts. Boats come here nearly every week
and mail goes out quite often. The island is as unlike
Pascua...as it is possible to imagine. The Rapa Nuis were
really Polynesian in the old sense of the term, while the only
thing that can be said about these people is that they are
English with a faint Polynesian tinge. II

Mulloy adds, "We were there for three days and looked the
island over pretty carefully archaeologically. There seems to
be almost nothing there. Certainly there appear to have been
Polynesians ... in prehistoric times but nothing worth
excavating that we could find. We picked up a few adzes and
found a few camp sites but nothing important We saw the
sites of several small maraes or temples, one of which was
made by the Tahitians who came with the Bounty but they
were pretty well destroyed and not worth dealing with."

Pitcairn was discovered by Carteret in 1767 and named for
the son of Major Pitcairn of the Marines, who first spotted it
The Bounty mutineers arrived in 1790 and found the island
uninhabited. However, four Polynesian type platforms with
statues were still standing, mute evidence that Polynesians
had once been here. The Pitcairners destroyed the marae
and threw the statues off the cliffs.
It wasn't until 1808 that an American sealer Topaz called in

and solved the mystery of where the Bounty mutineers had
taken refuge.
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Moerenhout noted in 1829: "...my guides told me that their
fathers...had found marae of considerable extent,
ornamented at each comer with a statue of about eight to
ten feet in height, raised on platforms of stone masonry still
vel)' well joined together.... and, on ransacking the marae,
they had discovered ...a body whose head...was placed..on a
big mother-of-pearl shell, although this shell is not found
anywhere near their island"

When Beechey visited Pitcairn in 1831, one ancient statue
was still intact; he reported: "...a peak of considerable height,
overlooking Bounty Bay. Upon this eminence the mutineers,
on their arrival, found four images, about six feet in height,
placed upon a platform; and, according to Adams'
description, not unlike the morais at Easter Island, excepting
that they were upon a much smaller scale. One of these
images...was a rude representation of the human figure to
the hips, and was hewn out of a piece of red lava."
Taken together, there is evidence that 8 or 9 statues once

existed on Pitcairn. Stone adzes found here are vel)' similiar
to those on Easter Island The adzes have a large range of
variation which may have served specialized functions or as
an adze quarty, the island might have been visited by
different groups who came to quarty the local mugearite
stone. Perhaps one prehistoric group claimed the island as a
permanent home and repulsed later attempts to land

Some recent archaeological excavations have been done by
a scientific team led by Marshall Weisler, of the University
of California. Digging at the seaward edge of Water Valley,
they found a residence/worbhop area located on terraces.
Water Valley has plenty of fresh water plus an excellent
canoe landing just below the site. The lowest terrace was
where stone tools were fashioned from a dense blue stone
carried here from the quarty at Tautama (Pitcairn's
southwest coast). They also found "pitchstone" that was
brought here and worked to a sharp cutting edge. PitclJstone
is a dark glassy rock, found at a site called "Down Rope".
Red scoria was carried here from its source in Ginser Valley
and was probably used like sandpaper to abrade tools. The
middle terrace had a large earth oven; the upper terrace
revealed post molds that likely supported a shelter or house.
The conclusion is that the Water Valley site consisted of a
terrace for making and using stone tools, a middle terrace
for cooking, and the upper for living. Research continues;
Weisler postulates that the site may be 1000 years old
In 1856 the entire Pitcairn population of 194 persons was

evacuated to Norfork Island but, in 1859, two families
(comprising 16 persons) returned. They were followed in
1863 by 27 others (four more families). From them came the
present Pitcairn population of 53. Of these, 42 are direct
descendants of the mutineers and their Tahitian wives.
Today, one-fourth of the population is over age 65. Since
1887, the Pitcairners have been strict Seventh Day
Adventists. Dancing or frivolity are not allowed, neither are
cigarettes, pork, or liquor. The people live by shipping a

little coffee, stamps, copra and fruit and by selling
woodcarvings, baskets, and T-shirts to passing ships.
According to a recent article by Birkett (1991), a marriage
partner is the scarcest commodity on Pitcairn: "...you don't
know what lonely is..." said a young islander. H one can
believe the stories written about today's society, romantic
love is not only rare, but in some aspects illegal; Birkett cites
a young couple who, because of their public displa)'l of
affection, were removed from the island: the reasoning
behind this may be that special allegiances threaten loyalty
to the island itself.
Clearly, the most interesting facet of Pitcairn is the human

factor. There is a Polynesian proverb that goes, "He wahine
he whenua i ngaro ai te tangata" (by women and land men
are destroyed). The mutineers who came here held racist
and sexist attitudes common to their time; they quarrelled
over land and fought over women. Factions formed and re
formed Finally they fell on eacll other with murderous intent
and by the end, only one man, John Adams, was left alive
with the surviving women and children. Adams himself gave
five different versions of Fletcher Christian's death and
several vatying accounts of his own participation in the
mutiny. It may have been Adams who shot Christian in 1793
during a fateful week when 9 men were killed Adams ended
up with nine women whom he gathered into a kind of harem
and sired several children by them.
Adams had been born near London and brought up in the

poorhouse. Finding himself the sole surviving adult male and
in the position of leader of the group, he turned to God. All
early visitors remark on the remorse the Pitcairners felt for
their bloody histol)'. We hiked up to see the simple grave site
of Adams, and pondered the strange histol)' of this tiny
island.
It is the custom for Pitcairners to row out to passing ships to

sell produce and wood carvings and, during Mulloy's stay on
the island in 1956, he made a memorable (and very
humorous) trip with them to visit a large ocean liner on ita
way to Europe: "We rowed out about ten o'clock at night in
the whale boats and climbed about a half a mile up a jacob's
ladder to the ship in a rough sea. We popped up practically
in the middle of a formal ball with women in long dresses
and men in evening clothes. I was dressed exactly as were the
other islanders which meant in a pair of blue dungarees
rolled up to the knees, no shirt and no shoes. I felt quite
strange to be suddenly plunked into civilization in such a
garb. Nobody paid any attention to me however and thought
I was just another ialander....SOmebody told the. captain of
the ship however that a Dr. Mulloy, a professor from the
United States, had come aboard and he sent a steward to
look for me to ask me to his cabin for a drink. I was pointed
out to the steward and with eyes as big as saucers he came
over... and hesitatingly transmitted the captain's message.
The captain was very British and very correct and I got the
drink but the interview was cut rather abort and 1m sq;re the
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captain hasn't gotten over it yet I felt a little hot around the
ears myself.... II

FrIendly Pltcalmers sell T-shirts and handmade artifacts
along with their famous stamps.

After a day spent on Pitcairn that included the opportunity
to circumnavigate the island in the Pitcairner's longboats,
Society Discoverers passengers returned to the ship and that
evening. many of the islanders-omen, women, and children-
came out to the ship to sell their woodcarvings and stamps.
Before the evening was over, pratically all of the passengers
had obtained either a woodcarving or a handful of the
colorful stamps for which Pitcairn is famous, and many
sported T-shirts emblazoned with the island's name.
[Although wood carving is not a native craft--it was
introduced by an Austrian sculptor who lived on the island
earlier in this century-- today many islanders carve models of
the Bounty, or make sharks and other sea creatures --using a
Sea World brochure for modelsl-- for the tourist trade].
When it was time to depart, the Pitcairners gathered in the

ship's lounge and sang several of their charming farewell
songs for the passengers, including a "Goodbye Song." We
watched from the deck as they climbed back into the open
boats and set off for their lonely island in the heavy seas and
dark of night

HENDERSON

Henderson Island (also known as Elizabeth Island) lies 169
km east-northeast of Pitcairn and was the next stop of the
Society Discoverer. This table-like thirty-meter high formation
of uplifted Tertiary limestone has been declared a World
Heritage Site by UNESCO because it is one of the few
remaining undisturbed raised atolls. Henderson came to the
attention of UNESCO due to the interest of a U.S.
millionaire, Smiley Ratcliff, who wanted to build a vacation
home here in 1983! This idea was squelched by declaring the
island a Heritage site.

A "wet landing" on Henderson through heavy surf and
dangerous reef.

The last human inhabitant of Henderson was an American
named Robert Tomarchin who was dropped off (by his own
request!) in 1957--accompanied only by his pet chimpanzee.
It is not known whether it was he or his chimp who decided
the place was not livable; they were rescued three weeks
later.
Henderson, truly, is an island from Hell. The deeply

weathered and pinnacled karst that forms the 38 sq.km.
island is jagged and sharp and the thorny thickets are nearly
impenetrable; it is almost impossible to traverse on foot-- a
false step can plunge one into a jagged limestone crevasse.
There is no fresh water. Despite the negative aspects of
Henderson, the island did at one time have a prehistoric
Polynesian settlement
Excavations were made by Dr. Yosi Sinoto in ten shelters

and caves and he was able to identify three cultural levels.
He noted skulls in 1958; in 1960-61, while visiting
Henderson, Sinoto saw traces of midden near caves. Then, in
1970-71, he heard (while on Pitcairn) that tools had found on
Henderson. Investigating, he found five shelters, one with
burials. Test pits excavated in front of caves revealed 3
cultural levels. More than 250 artifacts were found 70-80 em
down, including 100 fishhooks and fishhook blanks (75 are
pearl shell), coral files, adzes, 36 basalt tools (note that
neither basalt nor pearl shell occurs naturally on
Henderson). He also found birdbone and coral artifacts. The
C-14 dates are 1000-1400 AD.; and 1280-1650 AD. The
estimated span of occupation was some 300 years.
Some volcanic glass (probably brought in from Pitcairn

Island) was found also. The stratigraphy was of particular
interest: the lowest level had only pearl shell fishhooks of the
early Marquesan type, Hawaiian-Marquesan type coral files,
and basalt adzes all broken beyond identification. The
quantity of these decreased in the middle layer and was
drastically reduced in the top layer where hammer-oyster
shell hooks and Henderson type coral files appeared. Thus
the gradual material adaptation from imported materials
brought with the settlers to the use of locally available
resources is demonstrated.
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So, despite its many limitations, Henderson seems to have
been home for at least a small population, possibly several
generations of Polynesians. Their major food source
consisted of seabirds but this resource was depleted by
overuse; at least one species of storm petrol and two pigeon
species were exterminated No migratory birds come here.
In historical times, it was discovered by the Spanish under
Quiros in 1606; since then, various shipwrecked crews were
marooned here, some never to be rescued.

Our landing on Henderson was harrowing due to the high
surf and jagged limestone reefs that lurk just below the
surface of the water but, to our surprise, we were greeted on
the beach by members of the Sir Peter Scott
Commemorative Expedition to the Pitcairn Islands!
This expedition, led by Michael Brooke and Tom Spencer

of Oxford University, plans to spend nine months on the
island, studying a variety things: bird populations, snails, reef
fishes, flightless birds, etc. This small international group of
hardy scientists have set up camp just inland of the island's
beach; they collect their drinking water from rainstorms,
and fight off the hordes of land crabs.
Richard Preece of Cambridge, who is studying the tiny land

snails (most of which appear to be unique to Henderson), led
us up the steep and treacherous cliff to the top of the plateau
where we could look out over the island From a distance,
the island looks flat, for the heavy brush gives the
appearance of solidity. However, every step was hazardous
with the sharp karst slicing through sneakers (and skin).
Those of us who wandered along the sandy beach were

intriqued by the bird life--masked boobys, red-tailed tropic
birds, fairy terns, Stephen's lorikeet, and the flightless
rail...but very dismayed by the trash that has washed up on
this isolated beach, mostly plastic items.

After a day of beachcombing and exploring, we said
farewell to the hardy members of the Scott Commemorative
Expedition, who came on board for hot showers and cold
drinks... those small luxuries of life that are not to be found
on Henderson Island..and then we sailed on to the east

DUCIE

The last stop of the Society Discoverer before reaching
Easter Island was tiny (6.4 sq.km.) Ducie, lying 472 km east
of Pitcairn. This small waterless atoll is barely above sea
level and, despite its isolated position, we were surprised to
learn that many ships have been wrecked here (such a big
ocean, such a little dot of land!).

Dr. TIm Benton of Cambridge, a British zoologist, was
astonished to find this atoll covered with junk; on a 1.5 mile
stretch of beach, he counted 953 pieces of garbage including
6 light bulbs, 171 bottles, a tinned meat pie, 113 buoys, half
of toy airplane, 25 shoes and a plastic foot mat from a car!
Less than 30 passing yachts stop here each year; Benton

believes most of the debris came from ships throwing their
garbage overboard (New York Times, for July 16, 1991).

Rough seas, low tide, and a treacherous reef prevented a
landing on Ducie but we did circumnavigate the island in
zodiacs.

EASTER ISLAND

Two days of bucking high winds and rough seas of the vast
open ocean east of Ducie finally brought us to the welcome
sight of Hangaroa. We arrived too late in the day to go
ashore so we had to content ourselves with binoculars,
searching the shoreline for friendly faces and familiar sights.
Going into the island the next morning, we arrived as
preparations were being made for the Ground Breaking
Ceremony for the Mulloy Research library. This long
awaited event was described in the last issue ofRNJ.

Easter Island dance perfol1D8llCes are lOme of the .ery best
in Polynesia. ThIs group was photographed at the pound
brealdlll ceremony for tile Mulloy Relle8l'Cb Ubrary.

To wrap up this brief description of the .Polynesian
Migration trip, we can definitely say that there is "no
contest", folks; Easter Island has it over all those other
places in Polynesia. For one thing it IS Polynesian; as
interesting as Pitcairn is, in its way, it is not Polynesian today.
Mangareva has been impacted-and continues to be
impacted today-- to such a significant degree that I doubt it
will recover. Although the archaeological features on
Ra'ivavae are fascinating, there are comparatively few of
them (a total of only 627 structures on the entire island,
compared to some 17,000 on Rapa Nui). The dance
performances put on for visitors at Ra'ivavae, Rapa Iti, and
Mangareva were sad parodies of the colorful, vital (and yes,
sexy) Polynesian dancing we have experienced on Rapa Nui.
The people of Ra'ivavae, Rapa lti and Mangareva seemed
far distant from their past whereas Easter Islanders are
actively working to keep their culture alive.
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The archaeological sites on all the islands except for Rapa
Iti have been severely damaged, if not totally destroyed. And
Rapa Iti is cold and rainy-- not your typical Polynesian island
at all. It was an interesting trip and we're glad we went, but
Dorothy, there's no place like Easter Island.

As we were going to press, word was received that Society
Expeditions is closing down its operations, has filed for
bankrupcy, and no further cruises are scheduled in the
forseeable future. We made it to the gang plank just in time.

[Our sincere thanks to Emily Ross Mulloy for sharing Bill
MuIJoYs penonalletters with w.]
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REVIEWS

Easter IsIaDd
A film reviewed by Georgia Lee

The International Film Bureau has recently released a 1935
"classic film" about Easter Island, available for the first time
in English. This film, by Henri Storck, was made in 1934 and
it records some of the activities of the Franco-Belgian
Archaeological Expedition plus general footage of the island.

Those who were fortunate enough to view the original
BBC film on Easter Island saw some of this footage,
particularly the "clance" sequence. The narrative, apparently
written by Henri Lavachery, contains some mis-information
such as the statement that the island was first settled in the
12th century, and the statues carved between the 13th and
19th centuries. The amazing statement that a statue could
have been carved in less than one month is followed by "...we
have done it outselves...." [WHATI? WHERE???] Views of
the petroglyphs, particularly at Orongo, show them with the
designs heavily painted with white pigment for picture
taking.

The real (and poignant) interest in this film is the human
factor. In 1934 there were 450 islanders, no priest, no roads,
and little evidence of vegetation or trees in the barren
village. The tiny wooden structure where twenty-two vic~
of Hansen's Disease were confined is shown, along with the
sad faces of lepers disfigured by the disease. Death alone
provides an exit from this house.

Metraux's informant, Juan Tepano, is seen carving a
wooden statue and we catch a glimpse of his aged mother,
Viriamo, described as the oldest person on the island.
Interestingly enough, both Viriamo and Juan Tepano were
among Routledge's informants when she was on the island in
1914-15. At that time, VIriamo was described as being the
oldest woman on the island! (Routledge 1919:227; see also
Fig.83).

The dance scene shows islanders wearing cast-off sailor's
uniforms and doing some very strange numbers, made even
stranger by the inappropriate music on the sound track. This
event is described as the first day of the New Year (Metraux
1974:179) when islanders garbed themselves in Navy clothing
and mimiced the manoeuvers of a ship's crew. Metraux
suggests this is a hold-over from an older celebration called
miro-o-ome or "Earth Ship." Overtones of Chile's influence
can be seen in a scarf dance, probably inspired by the cuenca.
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The final sequences show a six-ton statue, the "god of
fishermentl being carried off to Belgium, with permission of
the Chilean government Film footage catches the ship's crew
raising the statue onto a sledge and islanders pulling it along
to the shoreline. Carried out in a sling-like net below a small
boat, it fell into 20 meters of water while being lifted aboard
the MercalOr. The next day it was hoisted aboard for the long
journey to Europe.

The film has a disturbing sound track and the narrative
voice-over does not always correspond to what the camera is
doing (e.g., a view of Puna Pau is on screen while the
narrative describes Rano Raraku). The price of this
videocassette is high, and viewers hoping to acquire
archaeological information will not find it here, although
there is some excellent footage showing Rano Raraku's
statues, and we are treated to a view of an unrestored
Orango. The main interest lies in the glimpse of Rapanui
society at this early date. Those who complain of a lack of
progress and development on the island need only to see this
footage to realize how far the island society has come in 58
years.

Originally titled "L'lle de Paques", the black and white film
runs 24 minutes. A 16 mm version costs $224; a
Videocassette sells for $185 (rental $22.50). At this time, it is
being distributed in the U.S. and Canada, and their brochure
states that it can be rented from ''your nearest media centertl

•

To purchase, .contact: International Film Bureau Inc., 332 S.
Michigan Ave., Chicago II 60604; in Canada: Marlin Motion
Pictures Ltd., 47 Lakeshore Rd. East, Mississauga, Ontario
LSG1C9.
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OUR READERS RESPOND•...•••.••.

To the Editor:
Missed your flight to Santiago and Rapa Nui? Cannot

afford the trip but still need the spiritual infusion a visit to
the island would provide? It appears that you can try the
next best thing by driving to Canoga Park, California. On
Ventura Boulevard a large sign invites automobiles into a
19608 Polynesian-style motel called, believe it or not--Aku
Aku. Perhaps moai now cannot move of themselves, but I
can image low groans issuing from behind those closed lipsl

[Ernst F. Tonsing, Ph.D., Thousand Oaks,
California.]
Editors Note.: The Canoga Park motel joins a growing list of
"aightings" such as the Aku TIki Inn in Ft Lauderdale,
Florida (R N J 2 (4), 1988189:6), the Tropicana in Vegas

(RNJ 5 (3), 1991:44), not to mention all the stryofoam
numbers that have been appearing around California as a
direct fall-out from an Isuzu commercial.

Two recent full page color ads in major magazines--one
advertising Sony, the other American Express-- feature
moai, and the statues have lately starred in some bank
advertisements in newspapers, as well as some recent comic
strips.. Oearly, Rapa Nui is becoming Hot Coro'.

Individuals are not above leaping into the fray:
Rapanuiphile Tom Christopher of Troy, Michigan, has a
customized license plate that says "Rapanuitl and he has
spotted a large (approximately six feet) concrete moat,
painted brown and gazing out from a private back yard-- its
eyes contemplating Belleview Lake, Michigan (near Ann
Arbor). And no doubt wondering what all that white stuff is
that keeps falling from the sky! The moai came with the
house and the present owners have no clue as to its
significance or history. Another Easter Island mystery!

HE RONGO HO'OU

Wh.at's Nett' In Hangaroa .

• In regard to our report on suspected dog bones found at
Anakena (RNJ 5(3):45 for Autumn 1991), Dr. David
Steadman of the New York State Museum, Albany, New
York informs us that the identification is not certain but
tlsome juvenile bones are suggestive." He finds the bird story
more exciting: extinct or extirpated species were found We
hope to have a report from Dr. Steadman in the future.
• Items in the London Times (2-26-92) and Daily Telegraph
(2-25-92) state that Japan's Tadano Corporation will send a
team to Easter Island to study whether or not their cranes
can be used to erect the island's statues. The articles state
that such restoration has been approved by the Chilean
government and is expected to begin in September of this
year. The Armada de Chile has announced that they will
transport the materials for the Japanese project The Daily
Telegraph adds that "About 300 of the 1000 statues...need
work". We are attempting to verify this startling bit of
information.
• In January, El Mercurio (Valpariaso) carried a series of
articles regarding some thirty letters that were mailed in
ViDa del Mar with a fake stamp showing a moai and saying
"Republia de Rapa Nui, Isla de Pascua Independiente". The
culprit was not identified, but was described as a woman of
40-50 years. Chile's postal service has filed an open-ended
suit against whomever is responsible.

In response to the mysterious and seemingly subversive
stamps, El Mercurio carried a letter (January 28th) written
by the President of the Comando de Defensa, Port of
Valparaiso and former candidate for Senator of the V
Region, Eduardo Parra Bartet, soliciting President Aylwin

---
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to establish a military base on Rapa Nui. He proposed the
fonnation of a Regi6n Maritima Insular and also the
manufacture of a postage stamp that clearly shows the
official presence on Easter Island. These measures were
proposed in order to "get rid of separatist pretensions" on
Rapa Nui. Parra Bartet noted that he had previously
proposed the creation of a Region Maritima Insular On the
island and, in respect to the stamp that showed a moai and
the legend "Pascua Independiente", he stated it is a
dangerous thing for it indicates the idea of separatism and
emancipation which are contrary to the interests of Chile
and "evidentally treasonous to the nation."
• The commander-in-chief of the First Naval Zone
announced on March 6th that the Armada will increase
their presence on Rapa Nui and will be scheduling four
voyages to the island this year. Currently the Navy is
constructing more housing and other structures On the
island in order to accomodate the scheduled increase in
Naval personnel. The following day, Ei Mercurio carried
another item, with an islander praising government support
to the island; it ends with: "Never in the history of the island
has a government cared so well for us as they have this past
year." [Is it possible all this "increased presence" is the result
of some bogus postage stamps??]
• Three young Rapa Nui men were inducted into the new
contingent of 221 naval cadets for officer's training in the
Arturo Prat naval school in Valpariaso. The Rapa Nui men
are Benito Rapahango Lagos, Terani Pakarati Lagos, and
Alejandro Atan Garces. The islanders stated that they
hoped to serve as an example to other young Rapanui who
many times have become frustrated due to a lack of
opportunity.
• CONAF nOW charges foreigners a U.S. $10 fee for entry
into Orongo; Chileans pay $6. The charge is actually for all
the sites on the island, but is only collected at Orongo.
Despite some grumbling by tourists, the funds are sorely
needed for maintenence, salaries, and general upkeep of
the sites.
• A project is underway by Eda Luz Huke Atan, a Rapanui
living in France, to photograph Easter Island artifacts now
in foreign museums. Through contacts with Prof. Guiart of
the Musee de la Homme in Paris, she will visit and
document photographically artifacts in Great Britain,
Belgium, and St. Petersburg. Her plan is to bring the
photographs back to Rapa Nui and donate them to a local
museum so that islanders can see the artifacts made by their
ancestors. It is hoped that some of these items may come
back to the island some day.
• Policarpo Toro is becoming the "commercial center" for
Hangaroa village. New stores are being constructed and
older ones being added onto. There is a laundennat, a store
selling home appliances, and a variety of shops with items
ranging from Tahitian pareus to shampoo to local wood

carvings. One store now carries Western type clothing.
There are several small groceries and snack bars. Lan-Chile
has moved their office to Policarpo Toro and out of the
Hangaroa Hotel. The twice-weekly feria (street market) is
also held on Policarpo Toro.
• Last year 6,449 tourists came to Easter Island. Although
this number is up from the previous year; many were on the
island for only One day (such as those arriving on large
cruise ships). One-day stopovers are not likely to add much
to the island's tourist income.
• Medical authorities in the Servicio de Salud de Valparaiso
San Antonio announced one verified case of AIDS On
Easter Island. The person affected is carrying the virus but
is not yet ill. Officially the word is that the medical services
of the hospital at Hangaroa are in agreement with national
programs for control and prevention of the disease.
However, islanders say there actually are four other persons
who are HIV positive and they say that little information is
being disseminated about the danger of infection.

Tapati Rapa Nul:
• The new Queen of the Rapa Nui festival is Veronica
Rapu Atan. The attractive teen-ager won over two other
candidates. The prize is a week in Santiago and a week in
Miami. One of the main Festival events, Haka pe'; (sliding
down the mountain on banana stems), was cancelled this
year due to the many injuries that occurred during last year's
contest

A feature of the 1992 Tapati Rapa Nul was the arrival of
the "traditional" boats: fishing boats covered with tot6ra
reeds were laborioosly paddled into the caleta, each one
carrying a candidate for queen and her family members.

The outstanding events of the Festival--aside from the
always spectacular dancing--included the "traditional" boats
that arrived to the Caleta decorated with totora reeds, and
the Mardi Gras type parade that resembles nothing else on
this planet The latter event is great fun with everyone in
creative home-made costumes and/or body paint It seemed
that the entire island population was either parading or
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cheering from the sidelines. Islanders were garbed in a
variety of costumes from Zarro to monsters-and one
person came disguised as a 1V set Some costumes were
"in-jokes" as the Rapanui made themselves up as parodies
of tourists!
• 1Wo film crews were at work on the island in February,
shooting footage of the Tapati festival as well as other
aspects of the island One of these is for the U.S. Discovery
channel; the other is a film being made by a French
oompany.
For the Discovery film a small inland moai, lying near the

road that crosses the island and inland from Anakena, was
raised up by the University of Chile just far enough to
photograph the face and front, and then was laid back
down. The hands of the statue have only four fingers each.
This site has no known name and is oonsidered a very early
one due to its small size, inland location---and the four
fingers.
• As part of the Festival, an art exhibit was held at the
public library on Policarpo Toro. Works of art by Cristian
Arevalo Pakariti, Alberto Ika Araki, and others, included
both paintings and drawings.
• Rescue launches for Rapa Nui are now being tested in
Valparaiso. These will be put into service on the island as
rescue and patrol boats to aid in case of emergencies at sea
or in oonsequences of airline landings. Constructed by
Asmer Valparaiso, these boats are unique on the American
oontinent They have two hydrojets for propulsion and are
designed like enormous Zodiacs with cabins and
acoomodations for a crew. Navigation and electronic
systems are being installed and tested One is scheduled to
be sent to the island in April. Named "Takerau" (Strong
Wmd), the presence of this rescue launch will enble
Mataveri airport to be classified as an international
terminal. This means that other airlines besides Lan-Chile
can schedule flights or stops on Rapa Nui.
• A variety of large crosses have been erected on hilltops
and at Anakena by an islander who also has placed small
religious shrines at many sites. Rumor has it that he
apparently is doing penance for some past misdeeds. The
enormous cross at Anakena intrudes visually as itis in clear
view of the archaeological sites of Abu Nau Nau and other
ahu at Anakena.
• The huge Russian cruise ship, Maxim Gorky, arrived to
Rapa Nui in February, on its way across the Pacific. The
lUllUIY ship disgorged some 600 European (mostly from
~rmany) passengers and 200 crew members for a fast few
hours of sightseeing, pressing every available vehicle into
service. The idea of 800 bodies Cl1lWling around such fragile
sites as Orango and Rano Raraku at one time is a sobering
thought. Conservation oontrols are needed urgently to
handle such mobs. The Maxim Gorky oontinued on to
Pitcairn Island, but heavy seas prevented any· passengers

from going on shore--merifully sparing that tiny island from
an overwhelming horde.

1be Muim Gorky ancboftd at Cook's Bay, Rapa Nul.

• One of the more amazing tourist highlights of the season
was the sight of aFrench sightseer teetering around Rano
Raraku in high spike heels.
• Last year's dig at the Poike trench by archaeologists from
the University of Chile found root molds, vegetable molds
and charooal. The only artifact was one adze. It thus
appears that these trenches were being used for earth ovens
or for growing crops, as was suggested by Carlyle Smith
(see RNJ 4(3):33,36-37, 1990).
• The government program that subsidized asbestos-board
prefab houses on the island has suspended that project and
now has announced it will make loans so that islanders can
oomplete some of the numerous homes around the village
that are half-finished. The government will bring in the
materials but loans must be repaid. This is a much better
plan as the inoompleted shells of houses in the village are
eyesores, and the tacky asbestos prefab houses are not only
unattractive but are barely fit for habitation.
• An Eanhwatch project will be held on Rapa Nui next
October (1992). Headed by Archaeologists Dr. Christopher
Stevenson and Sonja Haoa Cardinali, this year's project
will be a oontinuation of the previous three field seasons
which have studied inland habitation sites and special
function sites. Volunteers will participate in the excavation,
lab artifact analysis, water flotation and data management
The project will include weekend tours to archaeological
sites as well as evening excursions to the local night spots.
Up to twelve participants will be selected. Interested parties
oontact Earthwatch,680 Mt. Auburn St, Watertown, MA
02272; Phone: (617) 926-8200.
• Vandalism in the form of chalking and scraping
petroglyphs oontinues. VISitors to the wonderful petroglyphs
at Tongariki were stunned to find them outlined with garish
oolors of chalk. Blue, purple, red, and yellow chalk were
heavily applied to all the major figures at the site. Chalkers
were also busy at Orongo; someone had climbed down onto
the petroglyphs and outlined some of those designs in chalk.
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A lack of informational signs as well as signs requesting that
the petroglyphs not be touched may be part of the problem.
No guidelines are established for proper behavior at sites,
and guides are untrained and unmonitored.

ATIENTION RAPA NUl SCHOLARS!

The University of Wyoming is planning to host a major
archaeological conference concerning Easter Island and
East Polynesia. It will be held at the University in Laramie,
Wyoming, in August 1993. This conference is envisioned as
a follow-up Congress to the 1984 meetings on Easter Island.

For further information, contact Derek Hodgson, Vice
President in charge of Research, Univ. of Wyoming,
Laramie WY 82071.

SOME ASPECfS ON METORO'S CHANTS
by Regina Pinks, Oberweser, Germany

Since the beginning of the 1870s when Bishop Tepano
Jaussen of Tahiti interviewed the Rapanui native Metoro
Tauaure on his knowledge of the rongorongo script, much
has been made of Metoro's "chants".

In his youth, Metoro learned how to read and write this
unique script, according to Jaussen, from three, tangata
rongorongo. This term literally means "man who recites" or
"man who teaches the chants".

In 1870 Metoro emigrated from Rapanui to Tahiti in
order to work at the sugarcane plantation of the English
farmer Brander. When Jaussen heard about Metoro's
knowledge, the interested bishop presented him four
tablets, which are known today as "Aruku Kurenga",
"Tahua", "Mamari" and "Keiti" and Metoro began to recite.
While doing this, he read the line on the tablets in
boustrophedon sequence and described nearly every
character.

Interpretating the chants as true "keys" to the
decipherment of the script, Jaussen wrote them down in a
little notebook, the so-called "Jaussen-Manuscript".

One version of the manuscript, the "Grottaferrata
Manuscript" (dated to the year 1886), was first published
completely by Thomas S. Barthel in 1958. But although
most of the considerable investigators of the Rapanui
culture agree in the pivotal role of the chants, e.g. M6traux
and Barthel, only Irene Fedorova made a linguistic analysis
of these documents. In her article of the year 1986 she
inquired into the grammatical structures of the four texts
and also into the composition of the sentences.

Rarely mentioned in the whole literature, however, is the
fact that the chants include this striking feature: Metoro
used some Tahitian words in a text, which is otherwise held
in the Rapanui language.

This fact, which was very uncommon for Polynesian
traditions at this time, inspired me last year to write my
M.A thesis about it. In this paper.! could identify altogether
45 Tahitian words in the whole manuscript that do not occur
in Rapanui (e.g. aveave "tail, end"; de "this, that"; taau "to
reach something by swimming").

Moreover, the manuscript contains some words
belonging to the common lexicon of Rapanui and Tahitian
that show phonetic differences: Rap. mailakilmeitaki, Tab.
maitai "good, pretty"; or Rap. ngutu, Tah. "utu "lips, mouth,
snout".

These 45 Tahitianisms are scattered over the four texts
apparently without any pattern. But on the other side for
the most part they are joined to specific characters, like
many of the Rapanui words. For example, every time
Metoro saw the character ~, he used the Tahitian word
'ino'ino "pain, to be in pain", the character,Nis always linked
to Tah. hahe "abundant".

Moreover, one can divide this group of "foreign" words in
two different categories. Firstly, there are Tahitiansims
without Rapanui equivalents in the whole manuscript, e.g.
Tah. hun "to be gorged", Tab. ruo; "old, aged", Tab. maeva
"welcome". This category contains 24 of the whole group of
Tahitian words.

The second category is composed of words, which possess
Rapanui equivalents in the text. Thus, when Metoro sung,
he used not only the frequently occuring Rap. /wia "he, she",
but also the Tab. Ide "he, she" (Aruku Kurenga, lineVII)
once. In addition, he once mentioned Tah. aveave "tail, end"
(Keiti, line XI), although frequently he used the Rapanui
equivalents hiku and vaero. Why did this happen? Butinov
and Knorosov suggested in 1956 that Metoro included
Tahitian words in his chants because his interviewer Jaussen
did not master the language of Rapanui very well. But this
explanation assumes that Metoro, at the time when the
interview took place, was able to mix the two languages in
lexicon and also in grammar and to exchange definite words
by ones of the other language.

This ability must be evolved during the period between
1870, when Metoro came to Tahiti and 1873, when he was
interviewed, and it shows in a very special way hia
acculturation during these years. Because one can speak of
a greater Tahitian influence on the language of Rapanui
only after about 1888, when the missionary Nikolas Pakarati
(who was trained in Tahiti) went back to Rapanui in order
to teach the people the Tahitian bible, Metoro's chants are
the earliest source one can study with regard to the
linguistic influence of the Tahitian language on a native
speaker from the island of Rapanui.

[Editors note: readers interested in this thesis may contact
Pinks at KDmpstrasse 1; W-3525 Oberseser 1, Germany.]
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REPoRT ON mE MULLOY RESEARCH LIBRARY
Seftor Fernando Mosooso of the Chilean Ministry of Public

Works has the unenviable responsibility of preparing plans
for the MUlLOY RESEARCH UBRARY acceptable to
the Chilean Direccion de Bibliotecas, Archivos y Museos,
the Sociedad de Amigos de Isla de Pascua, and our Easter
Island Foundation. The services of Sr. Moscoso and the
Ministry of Public works were procured nearly three years
ago by the then Director of the Direccion, Mario AmelIo.
The final agreement concerning the design, construction
and operation of the MRL was negociated with the current
Director, Sergio Villalobos and Mauricio Massone,
National Coordinator of Museums; with Carlos Cardoen
and Patricio Tupper of the Sociedad; and with the Executive
Committee of the ElF.
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The final plans are based on preliminary drawings made by
Georgia Lee, Alan Drake and myself, and have evolved
through a healthy and vigorous interchange between Sr.
Moscoso and Gary Wirth, the consulting architect for the
Easter Island Foundation. Gary is also ElF treasurer and
like Georgia Lee, is a member of the Foundation's
Executive Committee.

Georgia and I met this year with Sr. Moscoso just before
he left on vacation, and noted several small but important
changes that must be made. We expect that he will be able
to take care of them soon after he returns in early March.

Meanwile, the collection of books and journals is growing
steadily. Last year the ElF accepted a proposal from an
employee of the Biblioteca Nacional. Manual Diaz
Gonzalez, that he provide the MRL with good-quality
copies of all journal and newspaper articles on Rapa Nui
that have been catalogued in this central library. As an
ardent rapanuiphile, Sr. Diaz made his own private
catalogue of everything on Easter Island that has been filed
in the largest and most important library in Chile. The great
majority of the articles are in Spanish, but many are in
English and French, with a few written in German and
Italian. Most are accompanied by photographs, many of
which I have never seen before, and the same can be said of
the drawings and lithographs that appear in the earliest
articles.
As of March 1, Sr. Diaz had delivered 69 volumes

amounting to just over 8000 pages dating from the late 18th
century to the present Because Sr. Diaz also happens to be
the binder at the Biblioteca Nacional, the volumes arrive
handsomely bound (in blue) and labelled (in gold).
Acccording to his original proposal, there is still much more
to come.
A further development has been the cataloging of the

articles in these volumes, as well as the 390 books and
journals in Bill Mulloy's personal library that Bill's widow,
Emily, had sent for safe keeping to their close friend and
associate in Chile, Gonzalo Figueroa. The catalogue is
computer-based, and I have been spending much of my
spare time entering the titles, authors and descriptions of all
the above items. When completed, this catalogue can be
implemented on any PCcomputer and will be available to
users of the Mulloy Library when it begins operation, we
hope, some time next year. (Construct ion should be
virtually completed by the end of 1992.) Eventually we hope
to make the catalogue available, at cost, to any others who
are interested. (Wll1iam Liller, Chairman, Board ofDirectors,
Easter Island Foundation.)

ElF Executive Committee
Two individuals have recently joined the ElF executive

committee. We are honored to announce that Dr. Steven R.
Fischer is our new Vice-President in charge of European
affairs for the EIFIMRL, and Kay Kenady Sanger joins us as
our 2nd Vice-President
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THE GREAT EASTER ISLAND JAIL BREAK
by Ralph S. Riffenburgh, M.D.

A jail break that occurred on Easter Island in 1982 has
become part of the is/arufs folklore but has never been properly
repomd. I had IwNd tJu: nary on my first trip to tJu: i3land and
planned to research the incident further on my return. Using
my police reserve identification, I was able to spend two hours
with the Chief of Police, who was not, however, the Police
Chief at the time of the jail break. During our discussion, he
told me what he knew ofthe break and allowed me to talk with
a sergeant who had been there at the time. I was also allowed
to visit the jail.
Both the jailer and the escapees were no longer on the island

and I was unable to locate any of them in Valpariaso.
Georgia Ue was on the island at the time and kept a journal

which included the community knowledge and perception of
the break. Joan Seaver interviewed the judge in regard to
another matter but did not discuss the jail break with him. I
have drawn on all these sources to put together as much
information as possible.
AU policemen on the Island are from Chile. Islanders view

them as adversaries and give them as little cooperation as
possible. The police live in a special compound and make little
effort to have social relations with natives, and the situation-
and relationships-- do not improve.

TIIESTORY

In August 1982, four young islanders were arrested and
jailed for stealing cattle. Television had recently been
introduced to the island, with the usual program showing
old American movies dubbed in Spanish. These movies
were flown in on the weekly Lan-Chile flight from Santiago.

The local jail had a television set and the prisoners were
watching a movie about an escape from Alcatraz, one that
involved a jail break made by an inmate feigning illness and
the others overpowering the guard when he unlocked the
door to investigate. Using this technique, the guard was
locked inside and the prisoners escaped into the Rapa Nui
night--taking with them various weapons, police hats, and
other items.
They then robbed a store in Hangaroa and/or the local

disco (accounts vary on this point). Stocking up on Pisco
(the local Chilean grape brandy), they disappeared into the
countryside, taking refuge in one of the island's many caves..

The Chilean police searched frantically and interviewed
everyone but met a stonewall. If anyone knew of their
whereabouts, they were not talking.

Eventually the Pisco ran out, and the escapees sobered up
and came to the realization that there was no way off the
island without being caught, unless they could steal a fishing
boat and head for Tahiti. Sooner or later they would be
discovered and the punishment would likely be greater.
Relatives were contacted and arrangements made for them
to surrender to the police.

Taken into custody, the prisoners were whisked back to the
jail and no news was forthcoming for several days. Then
they were suddenly brought back into town and released for
"good behavior" for having participated in a "practice jail
break" planned for "training the police".

Bemused islanders decided that, because all sentences are
reviewed in Valparaiso, news of the escape would have
come to official attention, and the resultant publici~ might
mean loss of positions for the local police officials.
The details are not written up in the official police records

and the continual rotation of police back to the continent
means that there is now little factual knowledge of the event
in police circles. The story has, however, grown into an
expanded legend in the traditions of the islanders.

Editors note: Cattle rustling continues on the island; one
individual has had sixty head of cattle stolen in the past year.
The practice ofrustling also was rampant during sheep herding
days as protein hungry natives lusted for an impromptu
barbeque. A story is told of a native who was arrested for
having a sheep in his fishing boat. His explanation was that he
had actuallyr~ it, for it was trying to swim away from the
island!

IL Y A 25 ANS LA LAN CHILE INAUGURAIT
LA LIGNE SANTIAGO- ILE DE PAQUES

Francois Dederen, Belgique

Le 6 avril 1992, il Yaura exactement 25 ans que la societe
d'aviation chilienne, LAN Chile inaugurait officiellement la
ligne Santiago-TIe de Piques, et permettait d'un seul coup
de relier l'ile au monde civilis6.
Cette ligne aerienne, a premiere vue sans importance,

allait permettre au peuple Pascuan de sortir de son
anonymat et d'61ever Ie niveau social de ses habitants d'une
fa~n extremement positive.

TI faut savoir que avant cette date particu1iere, l'ile n'6tait
reliu au monde que par la visite annuelle du bateau
ravitailleur venant du Chili, celui-ci profitant de son passage
pour enlever les balles de laine de la compagnie
d'exploitation.
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Mais si cette liaison aerienne entre l'ile et Ie oontinent a
permis aux pascuans de passer de l'ere primaire a l'ere
spaciale en si peu de temps, Ie monde entier ignore que
cette evolution est en realire l'oeuvre d'un orfevre et
visionnaire en la matiere, pionnier et defricheur, qui depuis
1918, n'a cesse de servir son pays en travaillant sous toutes
ses formes a l'essort de l'aviation. Comme il etait ~tu et
tenace et aussi tres optimiste, il a abouti, oomme il etait
enthousiaste et oonvainquant, il a seduit et vaincu.
En realire, Louis Castex de nationalire fran~ise, a

proapecte les 3 oceans a la recherche d'escales susceptibles
de devenir les pierres de gue d'un metro aerien autour du
globe. On lui doit la base des A~res qu'il a reconnu en
1935 et qui a puissament aide les americains a gagner la
bataille de l'Atlantique. En 1950 il est alle au Kerguelens,
dans l'ocean Indien, ou il II impose la presence fran~ise,

c'est lui encore qui en 1953 a suscire la construction de
l'aeroport de Tahiti, refuse plusieurs fois en mai 1954 et mai
1955 par l'assemblee de l'union fran~ise, enfin il a fait
adopte Ie projet Ie 15 juillet 1956, et les travaux
oommen¢ront en 1959, l'aeroport de FAA etant inaugure
officiellement Ie 5 mai 1961.
Il permettra aTahiti de devenir, entre Ie Chile, Ie Japon,

et l'Australie, d'une part et de l'autre entre les Etats-Unis et
l'Australie une importante plaque tournante dan les
relations aeriennes.
L'inauguration de la ligne Paris-Santiago en novembre

1961, lui donnera l'occasion d'assister au ministere des
affaires etrangeres, a une oonference qui reunissait aux
cOtes du seaetaire d'etat et sous secretaire d'etat, diverses
persorinalires de l'aviation civile chilienne.

A la suite de son expose sur l'inreret que representerait
l'Ile de Piques pour l'ouverture du Pacifique a l'aviation
intemationale, Ie gouvemement chilien lui offrit d'aller sur
place, a bord du navire de guerre President Pinto afin
d'examiner si toutes les oondtions etaient requises pour
etablir une infrastructure aerienne.
Cest ainsi que Louis Castex recevra une lettre signee par

Monsieur Carlos Lynch, Ambasadeur du Chile en France au
debut du mois de deoembre 1961, afin de s'embarquer pour
l'Ile de Piques Ie 15 janvier 1962 aValparaiso.
Le 23 janvier 1962 Louis Castex posera enfin Ie pied sur

l'ile du Piques, cette ile qui Ie fascine tant 11 examinera
avec Ie plus grand soin, toute la surface de l'ile, et deux
endroits seront retenus, Mataveri et Anakena. Apres de
longues discussions, Anakena sera abandonne, les travaux
d'amenagaement etant 3 fois superieurs aceux de Mataveri.
En 1965 la LAN Chile deadera de oonstI'uire cet aeroport
pour ses services reguliers avec oontinuation vers Tahiti et
l'Australie, avec l'entreprise Longi.
Au mois d'avril 1967 Louis Castex apprendra par son ami

Ie Colonel Parrague que la ligne Santiago-I'ile de Pique a
ere officiellement inauguree. Cette meme annee 28 avions
se poseront sur l'ile de Piques, dont 6 de la force aerienne

chilienne, 8 de la LAN Chile et 14 de la force aerienne des
Etats-Unis. Pendant 3 ans se maintiendra un service
regulier par semaine avec des Douglas DC 6B qui mettront
9 heures 30 pour couvrir la distance, ensuite la LAN Chile
inaugurera Ie paroours avec quadrimoteurs Boeing 707
320C en fevrier 1970 et cette fois ce sera en 5 heures que la
distance sera franchie.

Louis Castex qui est ne 1896 a ere aviateur dan l'escadrille
des cigognes et homme politique, oonseiller de l"Union
Fran~ise en 1952, et President de la sous oommission de
l'aviation civile pour cette assemblee. 11 est decede dan Ie
oourant de l'annee 1968.

Par son action Louis Castex a permis aux habitants de l'ile
de Piques de sortir de leur isolement, elever du meme coup
leur niveau social, illes a mis a l'abri du besoin et a permis
aux scientifiques et aux touristes du monde entier de
prendre connaissance de cette merveille unique au monde.
11 a donc par cette liaison donne la possibilite aux enfants
de l'ile de poursuivre leurs etudes sure Ie oontinent ou a
Tahiti.

On ne rendra jamais assez hommage a ce pionnier, et il
faut esperer que Ie peuple Pascuan et les autorites
chiliennes n'oublierons pas, et auront acoeur de se souvenir
de lui en laissant son nom sur une plaque commemorative a
l'aeroport de Mataveri. Cest mon souhait Ie plus cher,
esperons qU'il en soit de meme du peuple Pascuan qui lui
doit bien cela.

F. Dederen, Oos du Parc 6
1420 Braine-L'Alleud, Belgium

RAPANUIPHILE ALERT!

Our worst nightmare has been recently proposed by
Heman Ferrer Fouga in "Tras la ruta de los moais";
Coleccion Ciencia y Tecnologia del Mar, published by the
Instituto Hidrografico de la Armada de Chile, Afio
Maritimo, 1990-91.
In his paper Sr. Ferrer proposes that a 40 meter tall hotel

tower be oonstructed at Anakena in the SHAPE OF A
MOAIIl It is his belief that such an aberration would
increase foreign tourism and would be akin to the Eiffel
Tower in Paris, the Leaning Tower of Pisa, or the Empire
State building in New York. [I am not making this up!]
According to Sr.Ferrer, Rapa Nui does not now have a

hotel that capitalizes on a high level of tourism; and the
idea of putting such a structure at Anakena shows great
originality on his part Aside from the tower in the shape of
mom (and oontaining ten floors), there would be a typical
motel with cabins, a large dining room, gardens, swimming
pool, and sauna. He also predicts that at night, when the
building is all illuminated, it would be a "phantasmagoric
vision".... [To say the least!]
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Ferrer's sketch of the moat-shaped hotel he proposes to be
built at Anakena. It resembles one of those large wind-up
monster toys made In Japan. Where Is GodzlUa when we

really need him?

Two Easter Island wood figures from the wreck of
the Esperanza

by Emily Ross Mulloy

Around Christmas 1972 when Bill and I were on our way
home from Rapa Nui, we stopped to spend the holidays with .
my parents on Grand Cayman Island in the British West
Indies where they had a winter home. In the course of our
visit, my father, Francis Ross, told us about having seen
some old Easter Island wood carvings that were illustrated in
a journal or diary owned by an acquaintence of his. This
person, a resident on Cayman, was a descendant of residents
of Thrks and Caicos Islands, another British colony in the
West Indies. Even in the rather faded photograph, and
despite the identification of these as being "African Idols",
my father was able to recognize them as being from Easter
Island. The information that they had been found aboard a

slave ship at once raised the possibility that the slaves might
have been from Rapa Nui rather than Africa.
We did not see the notebook at that time, but later on my

father received permission to photograph both the old
picture and the journal page that referred to the carvings. In
the latter part of 1973, my father and I visited the American
Museum of Natural History to see the actual statues which
had been purchased by the museum sometime around 1900
for $350. Apparently the personnel at the AMNH had no
difficulty identifying the carvings as being from Easter
Island..

I also saw the original journal at this time. It seemed to be a
catalogue of a private collection of artifacts and "curiosities",
collected by the then current owner's grandfather and great
grandfather: George J.Gibbs (1833-1899) and George Gibbs
(1804-1865). Judging from the dates involved, the figures
were most likely acquired by the elder Mr. Gibbs, but the
journal must have been written by the younger one. Their
heir had entrusted it to my father to bring to the U.S., where
it was to be donated to the Smithsonian (most of the original
owner's collection consisted of pre-Columbian artifacts from
the Turks and Caicos Islands, which were sold to the
Smithsonian, probably at the same time the AMNH acquired
the Easter Island figures).

The text of the journal reads as follows:
"African Idols found on board a Spanish Slaver (Schr.

Esperanza) wrecked about the year 1841 at Breezy Point,
Caicos. The slaves were taken possession by the Government
and brought to Grand Turk. The Captain of the Slaver, being
a Spaniard, escaped the penalty of British law (viz., hanging).
The slaves were apprenticed for the space of one year and
they and their descendants form, now in 1878, the fifth part
of our labouring population."
On the same page are sketches of the two figures, and an

additional note, in red ink, that reads:
"These idols are of a firm hard wood and seem to be quite

old. The eyes are formed by inserting, in the wood, circles of
white bone in which are inlaid a black shining substance for
the pupils thereof. The latter resembles very much in
appearance broken bottle glass."

I was recently reminded of the "Africa!) Idols" episode by a
series of things, as so often happens: if you hear about
something once it ususally crops up again two or three times
in your readings or elsewhere. At first, while going through
some old letters from my father, I ran across several letters
he had written to Bill and me in 1973 and 1974, with copies
of letters to others in which he attempted to get further
information about the Esperanza and its cargo.
The second thing that remined me of this matter was a

book I recently purchased from the Book Bin, titled Slaven
in Paradise, by H.E. Maude. Subtitled 'The Peruvian Slave
Trade in Polynesia, 1862-1864, the book deals with a period
some twenty years after the wreck of the Esperanza. (I had
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originally not known the date of the shipwreck and had
wondered if, perhaps, the term "Spanish" might have been
loosely used to include any Spanish speaker or former
Spanish colony such as Peru.)

Thirdly, there was the article by Grant McCall in a recent
issue of RNI, as Bill had passed on this information to him
during the time Grant was involved in research into the fate
of the Rapa Nui slaves taken to Peru. We knew he had
access to much information on ships that had called at Easter
Island, but so far as I am aware, he had no records of an
Esperanza having done so.

Nor was there further information forthcoming on the
slaves and their descendants living in the Turks and Caicos,
and so, probably, as McCall said in a letter to Bill (1974):

"It might have been that the two figures came from a crew
member and not from one of the unfortunate 'passengers'."

But I wonder, if that had been the case, why would Gibbs
have labelled them as "African Idols"? It almost sounds as if
they had been in the possession of some of the slaves.

,

l-- .

.............

Copy of the photograph tabn by Frands Ross of page 228
of the Gibbs notebook.

SPRINGTIME IN RAPA NUll

Join Far Horizons Trips for a unique eight day Easter
Island experience. This tour will be led by Edmundo
Edwards who has lived on Easter Island for over 25 years
and knows it like no other.
In the Rapa Nui springtime, the chinaberry trees are

blooming and the village of Hangaroa is surrounded by pale
lavender blossoms....our hotel is the charming Hotel O'tai,
situated in the center of town in the midst of a beautiful
garden.
An optional trip is available to continue on to see the

fabulous sites of northern Chile including mountainsides of
geoglyphs.

The tour is in October, and is limited to 16 persons. On
each trip, Far Horizons donates $100 per person to the
Easter Island Foundation.

Further information can be obtained from Far Horizons
Cultural Dll!iCOYery TrIps, 16 Fern Lane, San Anselmo, CA
94960. Phone (415) 457-4575 or Fax (415) 457-4608.

~ Lee, PIa.D. PabUaher aad Editor
PraDk MoriD, AMiataat Editor

RiIpG Nui /oumol is an intemational Journal of the Easter Island
Foundation, published quarterly for the benefit of those interested in
Easter Island and Polynesia. Papers reflect the views of the contributors
and are not necessarily those of the editor or the ElF. Correspondcnc:e,
articles, photographs, reviews of boots and films, announc:ements of
conferenc:es and publications, and an related materials are invited.. We
cannot be responsible for unsolicited items or anythiDg submitted without
adequate return postage. If possible send submissions on floppy disk with
IBM-ASCII format.

Annual subscription rate for four issues: U.S. and Canada $20; overseas
airmail $30. Some back issues are available at U.S. SS each, postpaid.

P.O. BoI: 6774 Lo8 0-, CA 934U

FAX (805)-534-9301
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